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Title | Composer/Arranger | Publisher/Distributor | Year | Grade
---|---|---|---|---
Valor of the MNC-I | Christopher Tucker | TMW Press | 2008 | 4
Flourishes and Meditations on a Renaissance Theme | Michael Gandolfi | M51 Music | 2011 | 6
Renaissance Theme: Fantasy: Concerto for Three Marimbists and Wind Ensemble | Mark Ford | Innovative Percussion | 2012 | 5

*World Premiere*

Christopher Deane, Mark Ford, Brian Zator, *marimba*

Ode to R.S. | Chang Su Koh | Brain Music/Bravo Music | 2012 | 5

Double Play

II. Tempus Fugit

Leonard Slatkin, conductor

Pines of Rome

I. Pines of the Villa Borghese
II. Pines near a Catacomb
IV. The Pines of the Appian Way

Leonard Slatkin, conductor

The United States Naval Academy Band Brass and Friends

Pines of Rome

Ottorino Respighi/Yoshihiro Kimura | De Haske/Hal Leonard | 1924 | 6